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Model details

Prosaccade trials were fit with an inverse Gaussian distribution. For antisaccade trials,
however, a closed-form solution is intractable so we used simulation to estimate a
likelihood function. The algorithm to simulate a single antisaccade trial can be seen in
Algorithm A.

1: function SampleAntisaccadeTrial(vpre, vinhib, vexec, a, t, texec)
2: RTpre ∼ InvGauss(vpre, a) + t
3: RTinhib ∼ InvGauss(vinhib, a) + t
4: RTexec ∼ InvGauss(vexec, a) + t+ texec
5: if RTinhib ≤ RTpre then
6: RTpre ← inf

7: if RTpre ≤ RTexec then
8: error ← true
9: RT ← RTpre

10: else
11: error ← false
12: RT ← RTexec
13: return RT, error

Algorithm A

Algorithm to draw a single antisaccade trial. InvGaussian(µ, λ) is the
first-passage-time distribution for a Wiener diffusion process with drift µ
and a single upper threshold λ. t is a constant corresponding to
non-decision time. texec is a second constant that captures the time needed
to implement additional processing on antisaccade versus prosaccade trials.
By running this algorithm 10000 times for each parameter setting and
using kernel density estimation on the simulated RTs, we approximated a
likelihood function. Prosaccade trials were fit using only the prepotent
accumulator for which a closed-form solution is available. The parameters
a, t and vpre are thus constrained by prosaccade as well as antisaccade trials
while the parameters vstop, vexec, and texec are only constrained by the latter.

Priors were placed on each parameter to constrain the parameter space to sensible
values (i.e. all parameters have positive support) as well to apply mild regularization.
The results obtained in the analysis do not rely on the specific choice of priors.
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t ∼ Γ(0.3, 1.)

a ∼ Γ(2.0, 0.75)

vpro ∼ Γ(0.5, 1)

vstop ∼ Γ(1.5, 1)

vanti ∼ Γ(0.5, 1)

tanti ∼ Γ(0.1, 1)

Usually, a Gamma distribution (Γ in the table above) is parameterized by a shape
and a rate parameter. Here we use an alternative paratemerization that uses location
(i.e. the mean of the distribution) and scale (i.e. the standard deviation of the
distribution) instead. To get the shape and rate parameters from location and scale the
following transformation can be applied [5]:

shape =
loc2

scale2

rate =
loc

scale2

Model fit

To further test whether the model could reproduce the basic group patterns observed we
simulated RTs from the model using parameters fit to each individual subject. These
simulated subject RTs were then compared to the mean RTs in antisaccade trials
observed behaviorally (Fig A). As can be seen, mean RT is captured well across the
three groups and statistical tests reveal the same pattern as observed on behavioral data
(not shown).
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Figure A

Bar-plots of behavioral mean reaction time in seconds across different
groups in the antisaccade condition. Ellipses in grey represent mean RT of
trials simulated from models fit to each individual subject. Height of the
ellipses represents standard-deviation.

As various different model formulations appear feasible we performed model
comparison using AIC [4] to determine the most parsimonious model that still produces
good fit. As can be seen in Table A, a model that has a specific stop-process that
suppresses the prepotent prosaccade response in antisaccade trials produces better
(lower) AIC values. While a single threshold is slightly favored for this model, we report
values for the model that allows separate thresholds for pro and antisaccade trials based
on previous research [2, 3]. Results reported above hold in both model configurations.

Model type AIC
No stop process, single threshold -69.49
No stop process, separate thresholds -76.13
Stop process, single threshold -83.63
Stop process, separate thresholds -82.96

Table A

AIC values of different model configurations. Lower AIC values represent
a better trade-off between parsimony and model fit.
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Machine Learning results

Figure B and Figure C contain additional classifier results.
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Figure B

Bar-plot comparing Area under the ROC Curve (AUC) of a logistic
regression classifier trained on different data to predict HC and pre-HD.
Error-bars represent standard deviation.
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Figure C

Bar-plot comparing Area under the ROC Curve (AUC) of a logistic
regression classifier trained on different data to predict pre-HD-A and
pre-HD-B. Error-bars represent standard deviation.

Comparisons of all parameters

Below we show a more thorough examination of how all parameters differ between
groups. To reduce multiple comparison errors, all results are Tukey HSD corrected.
Specifically, comparisons of model parameter t can be found in table Table B, vpro in
Table C, vexec in Table D, vstop in Table E, texec in Table F, amean in Table G, and
adiff in Table H.

group1 group2 meandiff lower upper reject

controls pre -0.0059 -0.0238 0.012 False
controls HD -0.0245 -0.0423 -0.0066 True

pre HD -0.0186 -0.0364 -0.0007 True

Table B

Multiple Comparison of Means of t parameter - Tukey HSD

group1 group2 meandiff lower upper reject

controls pre -0.1419 -0.4908 0.207 False
controls HD -0.9215 -1.2683 -0.5748 True

pre HD -0.7796 -1.1271 -0.4321 True

Table C

Multiple Comparison of Means of vpro parameter - Tukey HSD

group1 group2 meandiff lower upper reject

controls pre -0.0106 -0.7374 0.7163 False
controls HD -1.798 -2.5205 -1.0756 True

pre HD -1.7875 -2.5114 -1.0635 True

Table D

Multiple Comparison of Means of vstop parameter - Tukey HSD

group1 group2 meandiff lower upper reject

controls pre -0.8827 -1.6259 -0.1395 True
controls HD -4.0628 -4.8015 -3.3241 True

pre HD -3.1801 -3.9203 -2.4399 True
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Table E

Multiple Comparison of Means of vexec parameter - Tukey HSD

group1 group2 meandiff lower upper reject

controls pre 0.0003 -0.0299 0.0306 False
controls HD 0.0345 0.0044 0.0646 True

pre HD 0.0342 0.004 0.0643 True

Table F

Multiple Comparison of Means of texec parameter - Tukey HSD

group1 group2 meandiff lower upper reject

controls pre -0.0519 -0.2747 0.171 False
controls HD -0.341 -0.5625 -0.1194 True

pre HD -0.2891 -0.5111 -0.0671 True

Table G

Multiple Comparison of Means of amean parameter - Tukey HSD

group1 group2 meandiff lower upper reject

controls pre -0.0366 -0.1 0.0267 False
controls HD -0.118 -0.181 -0.055 True

pre HD -0.0814 -0.1445 -0.0183 True

Table H

Multiple Comparison of Means of adiff parameter - Tukey HSD
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